GOAL COURSE REQUIREMENT – Total 51-52 Credits

BASIC REQUIREMENTS (6 CREDITS)
Complete the following courses:
- WRIT 101 English Composition I*
Choose one:
- LITR 205 Intro to Fiction
- LITR 207 Intro to Poetry
- LITR 208 Drama Craft
- LITR 210 Concepts in Literature
- LITR 260 American Literature

THE ARTS (3 CREDITS)
Choose one Goal course:
- FINE 100 Art Appreciation
- FINE 101 Art History 1
- FINE 102 Art History 2
- MUSI 101 Intro to Music

GLOBAL COMMUNITY (9 CREDITS)
Choose two Goal courses (different depts):
- ANTH 101 Principles of Anthropology
- ANTH 105 Cultural Anthropology
- GEOG 101 Geography
Choose one Goal Course:
- POLS 101 American National Government

HUMAN INST/INTERPERSONAL RELAT (3 CREDITS)
Choose one Goal course:
- PSYC 101 General Psychology I

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & MATH (21-22 CREDITS)
Choose four Goal courses (at least 2 must be different depts):
- BIOL 100 Principles of Biology (lab)
- BIOL 101 General Biology I (lab)
- BIOL 105 Anatomy & Physiology I
- BIOL 110 Human Ecology & Heredity
- BIOL 115 Human Life Science (lab)
- BIOL 201 Human Anat & Phys I (lab)
- BIOL 205 Ecology (lab)
- CHEM 100 Intro to Chemistry
- CHEM 101 General Chemistry I (lab)
- PHYS 101 College Physics I (lab)
- PHYS 105 Physical Science (lab)
Complete three Goal courses:
- MATH __ MATH 101 or above
- MATH 112 Elementary Math I
- MATH 135 Statistics

CHALLENGES of the MODERN AGE (3 CREDITS)
Course must be taken at SRU

ENRICHMENT COURSE REQUIREMENT – Total-9 Credits
Choose one course from the following three areas:

GLOBAL COMMUNITY
Course must be taken at SRU

HUMAN INSTITUTIONS/INTEPRSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Course must be taken at SRU

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & MATH
MATH 114 Elementary Math II

COMPUTER COMPETENCY (0-3 CREDITS)
All students will be required to show “computer proficiency” by either transferring or completing a computer course, or by passing an SRU proficiency exam. CCBC students may choose CIST 100.

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS
Complete the following:
- EDUC 125 Instructional Technology
- EDUC 220 Teaching ELL
Choose One:
- HIST 101 Western Civilization 1
- HIST 102 Western Civilization 2
Choose One:
- HIST 111 U.S. History I
- HIST 112 U.S. History II
- HIST 205 Colonial America
- HIST 206 Civil War & Reconstruction
- HIST 207 Mod Amer: U.S. 1898-Present

*Effective spring 2012 or later, this is the only writing course requirement necessary. Prior to spring 2012, students must also complete WRIT 102.

Transfer students must have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.8 to be offered admission into this program.

Students are responsible for the curriculum requirements at the time of enrollment at SRU. Because the curriculum may change from the point of beginning community college classes to enrolling at SRU, it is recommended that students occasionally consult with an SRU transfer counselor.